UBC Okanagan Campus
Invited International Distinguished Visitor Fund – Fund Criteria

Fund Criteria

Please attach a two-page, single-space proposal in font no smaller than 12-point that addresses the following criteria:

1. Identify research parallels between the hosting unit and visitor and the relevance of the visitor’s research to the research and educational activities and goals of the UBC Okanagan campus.

2. Provide a detailed list of opportunities for student engagement (graduate and undergraduate) and explain the benefits of the collaboration visit to UBC students in general.

3. Provide a detailed list of opportunities for community engagement (external and campus communities, as applicable) and explain how the external community alongside the UBC Okanagan campus will benefit from the collaboration.

4. Discuss the dissemination/outputs of the project, which may include not only research outcomes and student or faculty engagement, but also engagement with University Relations; e.g. media release, UBCO TV feature, etc.

5. If applicable, list any other funding resources you have secured for this collaboration.